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Instruction
・Please record in a quiet environment with as few people as possible
・Application software available are Windows PowerPoint 2010/2013/2016.
(Recommend：Office2016)
If you use Macintosh, please use PowerPoint2016 for Mac.
If you make your presentation data by Office365, please replay and check it on
PowerPoint 2016.
If you make your presentation data by Keynote, please translate it to PowerPoint file and
replay and check (character shift etc.). And then please record your voice.
(For notes on Keynote, please check this manual P11.)
・Slide size aspect ratio 16：9
・Please embed the video file in mp4 format slides
Videos files with links are unacceptable
・Use standard fonts on the OS. Use of specialized fonts may cause garbling and displacement.
[Recommended fonts] Arial or Times New Roman
・Please prepare your presentation data in 2GB or less.

Preparation
Slide 1：Title slide
（Please include Session, abstract number, lecture title, name and affiliation）
If you like before the title slide, please prepare a photo slide and introduce
yourself at the beginning. If your photo is difficult, please introduce yourself in
the title slide.
Slide 2：If you do not have Conflict of Interest.（Please choose between slide 2 or 3.）
Slide 3：If you have Conflict of Interest.（Please choose between slide 2 or 3. ）
Please prepare your own presentation slides for the fourth and subsequent sheets.
【Slide 1】

【 Slide 2（COI No）】

【Slide 3（COI Yes）】
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Before “Record Slide Show”
（Before putting audio in PowerPoint）

The following is an example of requesting re-recording of presentation data.
Re-recording will cause a great deal of trouble, so please be aware of
the following notes and register according to the manual.
Thank you for your cooperation.

【Note 1】
If you select audio from the ‘Insert’ tab of PowerPoint and
insert the audio during audio input, the audio will be input,
but the slide feed timing will not be entered.
If you run the slide show in that state, there is sound
in each sheet, but there is no feed, so it will not proceed
and the sound icon will always be displayed.
(It can be erased by operation, please check P13.)

Sound icon

【Note 2】
When saving your slide, please save it as a PowerPoint presentation (extension .pptx).
If you save it as (extension .ppt), the sound that you had recorded will be lost.

【Note 3】
Be sure to check the slide show yourself before registering the prepared PowerPoint or mp4,
and make a final confirmation whether the slide is sent automatically or the audio is
properly included.
If the audio is only halfway recorded or the slide show feed is recorded only halfway,
it will be subject to re-registration.
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How to prepare your presentation data
(Windows PowerPoint2016 Ver.)
1. Insert a USB connection type microphone into the USB port or
Connect the 4-pin mini-pin (with microphone) to the mini-pin terminal
2. Adjust the input level of the external microphone.
Right-click the volume mark on the taskbar to open the sound settings.

※1 Make sure your input device is either
of an external or internal microphone.
※2 You can check the input level by
testing the microphone. If the level is
too low or too high, you can adjust it
from the device properties.

※3 Adjust the level with the volume.
If it is small even at 100, raise it with
mic boost.
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3. Open your presentation file and check the slide show settings from the slide show tab

※4 <Show options>
Make sure “Show without
narration” is unchecked

※5 <Advance slides>
Make sure “Using timings,
if present” is checked

4. Select “Record Slide Show” from the same slide show tab

5. Select “Recording from Beginning”

※6 Make sure
“Play Narrations” and
“Use timings” is checked
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6. Make sure “Slide and animation timings” and “Narration and Laser pointer” is checked
And then click “Start Recording”

※7 Unable to check if microphone
is not connected
(No microphone) is displayed

※8 When recording is started, "Recording" is displayed on the upper left and counting starts.
(Please talk, after a while) Voice, slide feed timing etc. will be recorded

7. Click “→” to go to the next slide (The same applies to “→” on the keyboard)
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<About animations and movies>
It doesn't matter if the video plays “on click” or “automatic”
In the case of “on click”, even if the animation stops during playing and is sent to the
next slide, it will be recorded as it is without any problem
In the case of “Automatic”, if you stop during the animation playing and send to the next
slide, the slide show playback after recording will display a black screen for the remaining
animation time. When the animation ends, it will switch to the next slide. After animation
ends, send to the next slide.
In the case of Office365, you can select “on click” and “automatic”, as well as “a series
of click actions”, it is recommended to “on click”. Because when sending to the next slid,
the file return to the beginning of the animation and play the same animation again.

8. Click the “X” in the upper left with the last slide out and save the settings.
When saving, save as a PowerPoint presentation (extension .pptx)
(When saved as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation (extension .ppt),
audio and video cannot be embedded.)

9. After saving, close the slide and reopen the slide, then check the sound and
timing of switching in the slide show playback, and register if there are no problems.
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Method of saving and starting recording from the middle
1. Display the page you would like to modify on the edit screen.
And delete the audio icon at the bottom right.
2. Select the “Start Recording from current slide” again from the page
which you would like to modify.
3. Recording of the page starts.
4. Press the stop button on the upper left after recording the page.
When you save, only the re-recorded page's sound will be modified.
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How to prepare your presentation data
(Mac PowerPoint2016 Ver.)
1. Insert a USB connection type microphone into the USB port or
Connect the 4-pin mini-pin (with microphone) to the mini-pin terminal

※1 You can check if the microphone is recognized from System Preferences → Sound → Input
If the sound input level is low, adjust with the “input volume”.

2. Open your presentation file and check the slide show settings from the slide show tab

※2 <Show options>
Make sure“Show without
narration”is unchecked

※3 <Advance slides>
Make sure “Using timings,
if present”is checked
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3. Select “Record Slide Show” from the same slide show tab

※4 Make sure “Play Narrations”and
“Use timings” is checked

※5 When recording is started, "Recording" is displayed on the upper left and counting starts.
(Please talk, after a while) Voice, slide feed timing etc. will be recorded
4. Click “→” to go to the next slide (The same applies to “→” on the keyboard)
< About animations and movies>
It doesn't matter if the video plays “on click” or “automatic”
In the case of “on click”, even if the animation stops during playing and is sent to the next
slide, it will be recorded as it is without any problem
In the case of “Automatic”, if you stop during the animation playing and send to the next slide,
the slideshow playback after recording will display a black screen for the remaining animation time.
When the animation ends, it will switch to the next slide. After animation ends, send to the next
slide.
In the case of Office365, you can select “on click” and “automatic”, as well as “a series of
click actions”, it is recommended to “on click”. Because when sending to the next slid, the file
return to the beginning of the animation and play the same animation again.
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5. Click the “X” in the upper left with the last slide out and save the settings.
When saving, save as a PowerPoint presentation (extension .pptx)
(When saved as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation (extension .ppt),
audio and video cannot be embedded.)

6. After saving, close the slide and reopen the slide, then check the sound and
timing of switching in the slide show playback, and register if there are no problems.

<Important point for Keynote>
Even if you record a slide show with Keynote, the saved content will be deleted when exporting
to PowerPoint. Be sure to export to PowerPoint and then record the slide show with PowerPoint.
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Method of saving and starting recording from the middle
1. Display the page you would like to modify on the edit screen.
And delete the audio icon at the bottom right.
2. Select the “recording slideshow” again from the page which you would like to modify.
3. Recording of the page starts.
4. Press the stop button on the upper left after recording the page.
When you save, only the re-recorded page's sound will be modified.
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<How to hide sound icon during slide show>

1. Click on the audio data and select "PLAYBACK"
from the audio tool above.
2. Check “Hide During Show”.
3. Do the same for all slides.
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How to prepare your presentation data
(Zoom Recording Ver.)
1. Insert a USB connection type microphone into the USB port or
Connect the 4-pin mini-pin (with microphone) to the mini-pin terminal
2. Launch Zoom and click on New Meeting

※1 From the settings (gear icon) on the upper right,
you can check the settings such as the storage
location where the video, audio, and recorded.

※2 You can adjust the microphone
level from the audio

※3 You can test the connection by pressing
"Test Speaker & Microphone"
from the microphone settings.
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3. Click "Share Screen" at the bottom of the screen,
select the screen you want to share and press the share button

4. Launch the presentation slide and display it in full screen

5. Select details from the bar at the top of the screen and click “Record” (Recording will start).
Please introducing yourself to the camera and click "Start Video" on the top bar to turn off the camera.
A er that , please click or click → on the keyboard to send slides and con nue recording your audio.
If you do not have a camera and only record audio, please proceed after clicking "Record".
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※4 The red circle on the screen
is flashing during recording.

6. When the recording is finished up to the last slide select details from the bar
at the top of the screen and click “Stop Recording” (Recording will end).
When the recording is stopped, press "Stop Share" at the top.

7. Press “End Meeting for all” in the bottom right corner.
A popup will appear, so select "Exit Meeting“.
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8. When the meeting ends, it is automatically converted to video data.

※5 Please note that the video data will not be converted
unless the meeting itself is ended.

9. When the converted video data is in the default state,
Windows: Documents → zoom → “zoom_0.mp4” in the folder such as date, time, host name, etc.
Mac: Documents → zoom → "zoom_0.mp4" in a folder such as date, time, host name, etc.
video data will be created
10. After the conversion is complete, open the video data, play it back,
and check the audio and switching timing. If there is no problem, please register.

<Method of saving and starting recording from the middle>
If you want to correct your file, it will be video data, so it is necessary to re-record
from the beginning to the end, or to record only the corrected part and reconnect it
using video editing software etc.
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